Wicked Smart Group

DO YOU PROCRASTINATE?

So do we!

Join the group to:

- understand you're not alone
- understand it's not about the work
- understand your inner critic
- understand how to move beyond obstacles

facilitated by Lisa Flanagan, associate director BCLT

Sign up for a 4-week Wicked Smart Group:

Fridays, 3:30-4:30 pm (10/29, 11/5, 11/12, 11/19)
BCLT-Stein Library (Kanbar 102C)

REGISTER RIGHT HERE!

For more information contact Lisa Flanagan, lflanag2@bowdoin.edu

95-99% OF STUDENTS IDENTIFY THEMSELVES AS PROCRASTINATORS

"He who has begun has half done. Dare to be wise, begin" - Horace